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Two meter foxhunting in Chicago started in the early 1960s. One of the first hunts started
on 147.30 MHz. The starting point was in Des Plaines near the Centel Building. With the
introduction of 2 meter repeaters, it moved to the SRO’s CFAR repeater. There were hunts
on the WAFAR, ACL and CFMC repeaters with a simplex hunt sponsored by the RAMS on
146.34 MHz. Now the lineup is on CFAR, CMFC and two simplex hunts.

CFAR Hunt - July 6, 2013 by Mike WA9FTS with Tom N9IHZ
The weatherman said it would be a dry weekend and he was correct. The temp was comfortable and the
hunters gathered for the hunt. Matt KC9SEM and Patty N9PLS asked me to hid for them. Tom and I
looked for a place that was used decades ago by Don K9VGJ and Chuck KA9KZO. At that time Don and I
were hunting and won the hunt. We found them at the top of the Mannheim bridge over the north edge of
the BNSF railroad yard and just east of I-294. We picked the exact same spot. Several years ago the bridge
was completely redone. Before there was two barriers and they separated pedestrian traffic from the motor
traffic. This is no longer the case although it was still very safe for us to use We found a clean piece of
cardboard on the walkway and it was large enough for us to both sit down on. We let them know this was
not a drive-up hunt and that they could not break any rules of the road to score as it would not count. This
meant they could not stop on the bridge to score as stopping was against the law.
We started the hunt about two minutes after 8PM. I was using a Yaesu VX-6 and a rubber duck running
1W. I brought up CFAR although, according to the hunters later at the restaurant, not as clear as I could be.
The first hunter to be seen was Tony AA9CC and Joan KC9QQY at 8:23 driving north on Mannheim. They
drove to Irving Park and turned around and parked just north of us. As 8:32, Tony ran up from the north to
secure the win. Ten minutes later, John WD9EXW came from the same direction to get the 2nd place card. I
took a picture of Don’s W9RA van driving below us so I knew he would score soon. A mere three minutes
later, Marty KB9SMR and Bill showed up for 3rd. Don showed up 5 minutes later to end the hunt. The
restaurant chosen was Mama Maria’s in Bensenville. Results:
1. Tony AA9CC, Joan KC9QQY 8:32 PM 2. John WD9EW, Tom N9CBA, Janet, Matt 8:42 PM
3. Marty KB9SMR, Bill

8:45 PM 4. Don W9RA 8:50 PM
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Tony
AA9CC
ready to
capture his
8th win
overall of
the year.

This is one of two
staircases needed to
reach us.

We found the spot. Now the
hunters have to find us.

John
WD9EXW
about to
finish - 2nd
Place.

Don W9RA driving below us.
Marty, with Bill close
behind, gets third place.
The hunters are
enjoying their food.

Mama Maria’s - nice restaurant
with good food.
Don W9RA ends the hunt.
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Tom N9IHZ
had a pizza.
Tom brought
half home to
his wife. I
had an Italian
sausage .
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2nd Sat Hunt - July 13, 2013 - by Mike WA9FTS
It was a warm but pleasant evening for a hunt. Don W9RA was hiding for me who originally would be
hiding for Tony AA9CC. Don’s test signal was heard by three of the hunt teams but not Kevin N9JPG.
All of the hunters headed north on Finlay Rd. Tom N9IHZ and I took Butterfield Rd west and got a 7 on
the Australian box between Winfield Rd and Wiesbrook Rd. We drove to Winfield and back a short way.
I got out and found the Illinois Prairie Path. As I headed east, I saw Kevin drive by. I ran past a tunnel
which lead to the north side of Butterfield. I stopped and went back to the tunnel and the signal from
Don was north. I ran through and found Don next to the road next to a tree - for 2nd. Kevin was
walking away - very happy with the win. As I got back to the van, the blue Caravan arrived with John
and Tom. I also saw Matt and Patty’s F-250 stopped on the north side. Matt beat Tom out for 3rd. The
hunt was over very quick. The munch spot was Jason’s Deli. I later found out Don was running 20w to a
mag mount antenna horizontal on the metal road fence.
Results:
1. KEVIN N9JPG, Sharie, Colin, Mason, Abby, Sonja
2. Mike WA9FTS, Tom N9IHZ
3. Matt KC9SEM, Patty N9PLS, Jacob, Mackenzie
4. John WD9EXW, Tom N9CBA, Janet, Matt
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CFMC Foxhunt - July 20th, 2013 - by Kevin N9JPG
As folks may recall, my first hide was far too easy for hunters as I didn't have a good way to estimate receive
signal level at the start. I've since found a program called Cloud RF that works quite well. I scouted several
potential locations to hide and chose the DuPage County Fairgrounds as there was a lot of foot traffic there in
preparation for the upcoming fair this week. I figured no one would notice a few hunters running around and
decided to hide in a bank of trees next to the parking garage. I arrived early with the kids a we found the perfect
little nook to hide in and the kids set out to arrange branches to camouflage us. The antenna (a 3 element yagi) was
nestled amongst the trees out of site and pointed at the large water tower on site. In this way, the signal was
intended to bounce toward the hounds at the start and also provide challenging reflections off of the garage from
the back lobe signal when close in.
The hunt started with 4 vehicles and the threat of thunderstorms several miles away. All 4 hunt groups reported
hearing a signal and the race to find me began. The first 4 or 5 transmissions went well and most of the kids had a
turn at the mic. Then thunder started and I sent the younger kids into the parking garage for shelter and reminded
them to stay out of sight. With lightening in the distance, a look at the radar showed there was no escaping the
inevitable and a quick decision was made to relocate to the parking garage between transmissions... "this is N9JPG
your friendly fox." and with that everyone grabbed something as we dashed for safety and to reestablish ourselves
about 40 feet from where we were, but in the parking garage. The antenna went up on a painters pole, and was
leaned against the garage pointing in the same direction as before. The radio was hooked up and suddenly the wind
started up and the antenna blew over. I ran back out in the rain now to reposition it and started our next
transmission about 2 minutes later then expected.
A few transmissions occurred as we started to see hunters appear in the garage. We hid behind a palate of road salt
or something and kept quiet as we heard car doors open and close and sniffer boxes chirp away. I watched from 10
feet away as hunters exited and entered through the garage side door in plain sight several times. I thought surely
someone would look to the side and see us, but no one did. We used the tarp that lye there to all hide underneath it.
The kids kept silent for almost an hour under the tarp, sneaking a peek from underneath to watch the foot steps of
now "wet" hunters pass by. I thought surely someone would see the antenna and coax through the window and
eventually they did.
First to find us was Marty and Bill who despite all their running around managed to smile for the camera... then
again maybe that was after we told them they were first place! Next up not long after was Mike and finally John
and Tom. Despite seeing Don come and go a few times within 10 feet of me, he ended up DNF and joined us with
the others for munchies at Mulligans in downtown Wheaton. From what I gather, the hunters got pretty wet from
the rain. I myself will be checking the weather forecast in the future as we got a bit wet too. The hunt lasted close
to two hours and we had fun doing the hide. Each one you do helps you learn better ways to do it and practice
adherence to the guidelines.
Results:
1. Marty KB9SMR, Bill
2. Mike WA9FTS
3. John WD9EWX,
Tom N9CBA
DNF Don W9RA
Hiding Spot:
41.86952, -8813663
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4th Sat Foxhunt - 146.34 MHz - July 27, 2013 by Mike WA9FTS
Matt KC9SEM got the hunters off with a good signal to the sw. Troy K9TOW showed up to say hi
before the hunt. Most of the hunters took 355 and got off at Roosevelt. Tony AA9CC went to Ogden
and then back north. Matt found a spot near the Lisle Municipal Building off a parking lot north of the
RR tracks. Tony timed his crossing of the tracks after a train went by to find Matt for the win. Tom and
I arrived shortly after with John and Tom. We drove to the east part of the parking lot and John got
out further west. This proved better as he found Matt for 2nd and I found Matt to end the hunt. We
met at Culver’s nearby. Tom N9IHZ spotted the Blues Mobile in the next parking lot and I took a
picture of it. Results:
1. Tony AA9CC, Joan KC9QQY
2. John WD9EXW, Tom N9CBA, Janet
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Start Time
8 PM

2nd

8 PM

3rd

8 PM

4th

8 PM

5th

8 PM
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Starting Location
Rt 83 north of St.
Charles Rd, Elmhurst
across from KMart
Downers Grove Golf
Club parking lot off
Belmont Rd south of
Odgen Av
Centennial Park,
Addison 0.4 miles south
of Lake St
WoodDale Jr HS
parking lot, south of
Sievert Rd between
Thorndale Rd and
Irving Pk Rd,
TBD by the fox

July 2013
Foxhunt Frequency

147.750 MHz
CFAR input
146.565 MHz

146.160 MHz
CFMC input
146.340 MHz

TBD by the fox

Next hunt - Aug 31,
2013
Hunter

1st

2nd

Tony AA9CC

9

7

Joan KC9QQY

9

6

Tom N9CBA

4

8

John WD9EXW

4

8

Matt KC9SEM

6

4

Marty KB9SRM

6

2

Mike WA9FTS

0

5

Charlie KB9DIM

0

1

Don W9RA

0

0

Patty ex KC9YQM - N9PLS

4

2

Kevin N9JPG

2

0

5th Saturday hunts are not included in hunt results

VK3YNG Sniffer
All of our hunter use the VK3YNG Sniffer when we
have to get out on foot to find the fox. WA9FTS uses
one in the vehicle also and W9RA uses his from start
to finish.
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